C25 | Green | Scotia
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C12L | Black | Obscure and Patterned
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C18C | Red | Kara
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nxt-gen | Classical | Blue | Palma

Esteem Arch | White | Scotia

C07R | Black | Palma
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Our finest collection of high
performance composite doors
2018/2019

Beautiful

Low Maintenance
Stunning Aesthetics
Excellent Weatherproofing
The most thermally efficient door
on the market

C

Excellent
Weatherproofing

A Quality Collection Premium
GRP composite door has water
resistant polymer composite
rails that protect its core. This
means it won’t suffer from
water absorption which can
lead to skin delamination and
cause functional problems
that lesser products have. Your
door will keep the weather at
bay and stay looking good for
longer.
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C06C | Black | Scotia

A Quality Collection Premium
GRP composite door’s
high impact resistant glass
reinforced polyester (GRP)
skin will maintain its pristine
appearance in the face of
everyday knocks and scratches
and beyond. This durability is
reflected in the comprehensive
manufacturer’s structural and
surface warranties that come
with every Quality Collection
Premium GRP composite door.

nxt-gen | Esteem | Red | Aspen

Exceptional Durability

nxt-gen | Classical | Black | Palma

A Quality Collection Premium
GRP composite door offers
ultimate security thanks to
its rigid polymer subframe,
high density CFC-free
polyurethane foam core,
high impact resistant GRP
skin and high quality multipoint locks. Achieveing PAS
24 2012 Enhanced Security
accreditation and Secured by
Design endorsement. All glass is
triple glazed and laminated for
added security.

nxt-gen | Esteem | Black | Savana
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Unparalleled Security
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nxt-gen | Eclat Arch | Red | Scotia

Unparalleled Security

C17C | Black | Palma

Exceptional Durability

nxt-gen | Eclat | Blue | Scotia

Read on to find out more about what
The Quality Collection has to offer –
and start to decide which door you’ll
choose.

Key Features

nxt-gen | Esteem | Green | Scotia

When it comes to practicality, The
Quality Collection more than measures
up too. It meets and exceeds all the UK’s
security standards for domestic doors.

And it offers exceptional protection
from the elements, something that’s
reflected in the fact that it’s the most
thermally efficient door you can buy,
helping you to reduce your heating bills
and your carbon footprint.

nxt-gen | Esteem | Blue | Palma

We have a variety of distinctive door
ranges and decorative glass ranges. You
can design a door that makes a perfectly
personal statement about you and your
home. You’ll also find lots of little design
touches that set our door apart from
others on the market and make your
home stand out from your neighbours’.

nxt-gen | Esteem | Black | Kara

& Practical
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